
 
 

 

 

Getting the message across - plain English 

URLs: 
 www.plainenglish.co.uk 

 www.plainlanguage.gov 

 www.plainlanguage.com 

The five principles of plain English 
 

1. Use an average sentence length of 15-20 words. 

 outer-limit of 30 words 

 use the odd short sentence: 3-5 words now-and-then can add 'punch' 

 say only one thing in a sentence 

 if in doubt, put a full-stop 

2. Use everyday words 

 'despite' instead of 'notwithstanding', for example 

 the 'would I use this word at home' test 

3. Use first and second personal pronouns 

 when referring to your reader and your organisation 

 use 'we', 'us' and 'you' 

 it relaxes the writing and directly engages the reader 

 think of a 'single reader' instead of 'you lot' 

4. Use active sentences, not passive ones 

 the agent, or 'doer', comes in front of the verb (example - 'the technicians fixed the computer', 
not 'the computers were fixed by the technicians) 

 active verbs keep the sentence short and make the writing more personal, lively and direct 

 passive verbs can make writing cold, impersonal, bureaucratic, long-winded and confusing 

 passive verbs have their use: 
o When the agent has already been stated or is obvious: 'my car has been stolen' 
o To shift attention to the person or thing acted upon: 'Minister is attacked by dog' 
o To spread responsibility or avoid blame: 'a mistake was made in processing your salary' 
o When an active agent might sound too hostile: 'we will cancel the policy unless you pay 

the premium' 
o Sometimes you can mix actives and passives: 'the policy will be cancelled unless you 

pay the premium'. 

5. Use verbs and adjectives, not nominalisations (or 'nounisms') 

They create stodgy, dull writing, and conceal the action of the verb. They often end in '-tion', followed 
by 'of'.  

http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/
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Other suggestions for clear writing 
 

Decide what you need to say. 

 Who is the information for? (It helps to know your audience) 

 What do they need to know? 

Make a brief note of your key points. 

 Try to order them logically 

 Picture your readers 

What do they already know? 

 Keep to the essentials 

 But remember that 'brief' is not always 'clear' 

Think how to present the information. 

 Is text the best approach, or would a checklist or flowchart work better? 

Write as if you are talking to a panel of typical readers. 

 Your style will become more warm and personal 

Try reading your document out loud. 

 Any pompous, over-formal words will stand out 

Get quickly to the point. 

 Use the beginning to 'hook' your readers 

Average 15 to 20 words a sentence. 

 Vary the length. Short sentences are good for adding punch 

Only use jargon if your readers will understand it. 

 Will everyday English do just as well? 

Avoid legalistic and pompous words. 

 'Aforesaid', 'notwithstanding' and 'moreover' are often misunderstood and make your writing 
seem stiff. Writing to inform, not show off a wide vocabulary. 

Avoid abbreviations. 

 Not everyone will understand 're', 'ie', 'eg'. They are often misused. 

 

 

UK employees give management speak the thumbs down (press release, November 2006) 

Investors in People, which was launched in 1991 to help organisations improve their performance, 
have announced the results of a survey they carried out recently to mark the organisation's 15th 
anniversary. The poll suggests that employees have had enough of management jargon, with 54% 
saying that it is a problem in their workplace. 



Phrases like 'blue sky thinking', 'helicopter view' and 'singing from the same hymn sheet' can create 
barriers between managers and their teams. While over half of senior managers believe that jargon is 
'harmless', 42% of employees think that it creates misunderstanding about roles and responsibilities. 
37% believe it results in mistrust in the workplace and makes people feel inadequate. 

Nearly two thirds of employees would prefer no jargon at all while at work, but it appears to be on the 
rise. 

Nicola Clark, Director at Investors in People, said: 

"The research gives bosses an invaluable insight into the impact of management jargon on the 
workplace. Whilst it can be a useful shorthand at times, managers need to be more alert to 
when and how they use it. Cutting jargon out of everyday communication is clearly a challenge, 
with almost half (48%) of employees that use jargon admitting to using it without thinking. 
However, as our research shows, if used inappropriately, jargon can be an obstacle to 
understanding, which ultimately can impact on an individual's performance and an 
organisation's productivity. Bosses need to lead by example, ditch needless jargon, and 
concentrate on communicating clearly with their employees." 

How plain English works better than traditional, 'official' style 

In a variety of empirical studies and in the experience of many companies and agencies, plain English 
has proved to be better than traditional style in many ways. 

It’s faster to read. 

Readers are more likely to read plain English documents in the first place. They are less likely to be 
put off or intimidated. 

Readers are more likely to comply with plain English documents  

Readers strongly prefer plain English to traditional style.  

Readers understand plain English better than traditional style. In a number of empirical studies, 
comprehension improved by anywhere from 10-15% to over 100%. 

And because readers prefer plain English and understand it better, they’ll make fewer mistakes in 
dealing with it, have fewer questions and complaints, feel more satisfied, and ultimately save time and 
money — for themselves and for the writer’s organisation. 

A plan for the improvement of spelling in the English language 
By Mark Twain 

For example, in Year 1 that useless letter "c" would be dropped to be replased either by "k" or "s", and 
likewise "x" would no longer be part of the alphabet. The only kase in which "c" would be retained 
would be the "ch" formation, which will be dealt with later. Year 2 might reform "w" spelling, so that 
"which" and "one" would take the same konsonant, wile Year 3 might well abolish "y" replasing it with 
"i" and iear 4 might fiks the "g/j" anomali wonse and for all. 

Generally, then, the improvement would kontinue iear bai iear with iear 5 doing awai with useless 
double konsonants, and iears 6-12 or so modifaiing vowlz and the rimeiniing voist and unvoist 
konsonants. Bai iear 15 or sou, it wud fainali bi posibl tu meik ius ov thi ridandant letez "c", "y" and 
"x"— bai now jast a memori in the maindz ov ould doderez —tu riplais "ch", "sh", and "th" rispektivili.  

Fainali, xen, aafte sam 20 iers ov orxogrefkl riform, wi wud hev alojikl, kohirnt speling in ius xrewawt 
xe Ingliy-spiking werld. 
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